How can Leadership- and TeamCoaching help your business?

My own views on employee wellbeing

T

hroughout my career I have
worked within both family
run businesses and SME’s.
Unlike corporate organisations,
SME’s view and value their people
in a very different way. When there
are only 2 or 3 of you working to
keep a business running, it is imperative that everyone is working together, positively and productively.
If 1 out of 3 people is unhappy and
sabotaging the business, that’s 33%
of your work force!!!!

Abbie Broad

In a corporate organisation that
would surely mean liquidation and

collapse. I have experienced firsthand the stress and negativity that
is caused through ineffective working relationships. People management does not have to be complicated, however, we tend to do exactly
that. It is my belief that often all that
is required to turn this around is to
address what really makes us tick.
Gone are the days when a wage was
enough, we want more from our lives and from our employers and so
joy, satisfaction, achievement and
feeling appreciated are what typically drive us to invest.

I have found an approach that combines Performance Coaching techniques together with positive reinforcement to be very effective.
Coaching language and behaviours
are the key to creating an inclusive
culture and help to support sustainable well- being strategies.
I created this coaching programme
to suit all learning styles and abilities. To be effective within small

teams, businesses and industries
that otherwise would not have engaged with coaching.
Breaking the learning down to be
relatable in everyday working situations. It is an ideal training programme for owners of small businesses,
supervisors, team leaders and managers looking to develop their own
skills and improve working relationships within their team.

Happiness

Employees that feel better, do better

Performance

Working from the ground up
Spending time “at the coal face” within the heart of the business, it’s
people. Observing working processes and getting to know your people
is what I do.
So, whilst “Leaders Go First” and all

change process must be led from
above. I believe that working side by
side with your team is where change
really happens.
If you are your business. If you care
about the people that you employ. If

you want your employees to come
to work every day and feel happy,
valued and motivated. Then this
coaching language and behaviours
training is just what you need.
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Support, guidance and training for the next step.
A coaching culture offers benefits
both internally and externally to
your organisation. Training key individuals to engage with positive
behaviours will encourage and motivate change from within.
Assisting in the creation of wellbeing initiatives it also serves as
support for other organisational
strategies including:
»» Staff appraisals
»» Work force planning
»» Team motivation
»» Workplace well-being
»» Recruitment
»» Conflict resolution
»» Employee engagement

Sharing the values that built the business
When we have built a company from
the ground up, we want to ensure
that our values and beliefs are then
shared with anyone new that comes
along. Recruiting the right people
that will fit with our culture in SME’s
is often more about personalities
than professional qualifications.

Learning the basic skills of coaching
allows us to work a process to ask
the right questions. To encourage
and facilitate the information that
is being offered and help us to make
better recruitment decisions. Training our new staff “Onboarding” is
also made much easier with strate-

gies that support new employees to
settle in and also to allow the trainers to manage their time effectively
when “showing them the ropes”.

Simple and cost effective strategies unique to you
All of these services are offered by many management and training companies and are readily available. They can
however be quite costly and often don’t lend themselves to smaller businesses. I offer a simple process to work either 1-1 with business owners or with small teams to help them to identify strategies that are unique to their team.
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Testimonials from Atlantic Refrigeration

“

I have been working with Abbie for several months on this programme
and I can honestly say it has been a great experience. The learning is fun
and easy to relate to my own every-day situations. My confidence has
grown, and I feel happier in my work.
Learning to use coaching language and behaviours has made a huge difference to both myself and my engineers. Communication has improved within
the team and with other departments. Approaching new clients, was quite
challenging when I first took on the role of Service Manager, now I look forward to these conversations and opportunities to grow the business.
I knew nothing about coaching until I met Abbie and now, I can’t imagine
working in any other way. I would highly recommend this course to anyone
in a supervisory or management position”.

James Gibbins, Service Manager

“

Since engaging Abbie’s services, she has proved to be an invaluable asset to the company. We had recently promoted two members of staff
to management positions and her programme seemed an ideal opportunity. As a company we actively encourage our teams to adopt inclusive
and positive working practices and so coaching was a perfect fit. Following
the Abbies programme, I have seen an increase in confidence from both the
managers when dealing with their teams and their own workload.

Penny Moore, Finance Director

Interested? Get in touch!

The benefits of this training have filtered through to all departments and
this has contributed to an increase in employee engagement and a significant reduction in sick days. We are so pleased with the training that we have
now extended the programme to offer 1:1 coaching to all our engineers and
office staff.”

abbie@nowwatchmefly.co.uk

+44 7973 500 954
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